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She was orphaned during Rwanda’s genocide and lost much of one of her legs to childhood cancer, but Claudine Humure has dreams of giving back to her once war-torn homeland.
A leg up on life: Tech helps former Rwandan orphan give back
15, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Governor J.B. Pritzker signed into law SB 2408, the Energy Transition Act, a sweeping and comprehensive measure designed to move the State of Illinois to 100% ... 8 MW Battery ...
State of Illinois Enacts Landmark Energy Transition Legislation That Includes Vistra's Coal to Solar & Energy Storage Initiative
She was orphaned during Rwanda’s genocide and lost much of ...
Woman plans to help fellow Rwandan amputees get prosthetics
Newton, the Black Panthers gained national attention ... including running medical clinics and free breakfast programs for the poor. The goal of ending police brutality was only one of a ten ...
Groups During the American Civil Rights Movement
With the number of Illinois children testing positive for ... “What is helping our school district is we have our own health clinic that is doing the majority of our testing, but we’re still ...
Childhood COVID cases fall for second week in Illinois
Macon County Health Department, 1221 E. Condit St., Decatur, 1 to 6 p.m. Wednesday, Sept. 22. Must return to MCHD Wednesday, Oct. 13, to receive a second dose. Old ...
COVID-19 vaccination clinics offered in Decatur
About that time, they learned that a 22-year-old Rantoul woman showed up at Carle Clinic in Rantoul with a single gunshot wound to her right arm. “She was in the passenger seat of a car when ...
Woman shot in a drive-by shooting in Rantoul
Newton’s new indoor ... staging area for a monoclonal antibody clinic for COVID-19 patients. These scenes, unfolding in the heart of Mississippi’s capital city, are a clear indication that ...
Oxygen supplies grow precarious amid virus surge; 2 top FDA vaccine regulators set to depart
Physical therapist Chelsea Wright said she and other health care professionals from the Decatur VA Outpatient Clinic put together a team to show their support to the veterans they help.
Watch now: Decatur's 'Operation Obstacle' raises awareness, supports veterans
The young attorney attended the march organized by ICCIR as a volunteer with the HANA Center’s Legal Clinic ... families and started businesses. In Illinois they contribute nearly $200 ...
Young lives at pause as DACA applicants await federal appeal
The 2,008 cases reported Friday was the 73rd consecutive day of over 1,000 despite officials enforcing the country’s strongest social distancing rules short of a lockdown in capital Seoul and ...
Latest: SKorea reports more than 2,000 new coronavirus cases
A man carries a child, both wearing face masks to help curb the spread of the coronavirus, walk on a street in Beijing, Sunday, Sept. 12, 2021. A member of staff prepares a dose of a COVID-19 ...
Latest: Australia's capital extends lockdown until Oct. 15
20, 2021, in Newton, Mass. Humure was orphaned during her country's genocide and lost part of her leg to childhood cancer. Her new leg was provided free by the prosthetic clinic and features the ...
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